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1. A method of constructing a constructional shell, the method comprising the steps of:

   forming a sheet of thin flexible material into a shape complementary to the shape of a constructional shell to be formed;

   erecting and supporting the sheet material in the desired shape and configuration of shell required;

   strengthening and stiffening the sheet of thin material progressively to form a strengthened shell former of the desired shape;

   coating the strengthened and stiffened shell former with at least one layer of an outer or inner structural coating material so as to form a constructional shell for a building of any desired shape which can be used for a variety of different building constructions.
The following statement is a full description of this invention, with the best method of performing it known to me/us:-
The invention relates to building constructions and more particularly to thin or relatively thin shell constructions as opposed to the more conventional framed, panel, block, brick and like constructions.

It is well established that thin shell constructions can be particularly efficient in use of materials and in the past various constructions of building shells have been proposed and used; however most such known shell building constructions suffer from various disadvantages and some of these disadvantages are set out below.

One such known method of building construction has utilised a closely spaced double curvature framework which is used to support hand laid layers of wire mesh reinforcement upon which a concrete material is hand plastered so as to produce a dense thin water tight shell. A disadvantage of this construction to form a ferro-cement shell is the high labour cost of hand placing the temporary framework, reinforcement mesh and plaster. Another disadvantage is that such a building shell is only a single layer shell which lacks effective thermal insulation.

Another known construction is the complete plastics shell but this construction has the disadvantage of high material cost, particularly for a large shell, plus fireproof and durability problems when compared with a concrete shell.

Another known construction is the concrete shell placed directly over an inflated preshaped, reinforced, balloon former. This construction has the disadvantage that the shape must be strictly a dome shape with any openings
cut through the concrete shell afterwards. The cost of the fabricated dome shape former is high, particularly when it must be constructed to have minimal movement when the concrete is being placed thereon and whilst the concrete is developing its structural strength. Another disadvantage is a tendency for the concrete to slump off the sides of the balloon formwork, and the poor quality concrete produced due to movement.

Some of the above disadvantages referred to above also apply to the Bini type shell, a recently developed method of constructing a concrete shell directly over a dome shape inflated balloon. The method uses an airtight nylon reinforced sheet of synthetic rubber and it is anchored to previously prepared foundations. This sheet is overlaid with spiral steel mesh and a special concrete mix is poured over the entire assembly. After which a top sheet of synthetic rubber is placed over the poured concrete for stability and weather protection and so forms a sandwich construction.

Air is then pumped under this sandwich construction inflating and lifting it into the dome shape and when the concrete is firm and dry some thirty six hours later the internal sheet of synthetic rubber is deflated and removed and the exterior sheet removed.

A disadvantage of this construction is that such a building shell is only a single layer shell which lacks effective thermal insulation, and it is necessary after the construction has been formed to remove portions therefrom so as to insert windows, doors and other external openings.
Another disadvantage of this construction is that in the main only a dome shaped construction can be formed by this method and this restricts the final shape of buildings which can be produced by the building method. If any window dormers are required they must be added afterwards at an additional cost.

Whilst the materials for building shells may be efficiently used, there have been relatively few thin shell building constructions utilised because of the high cost of establishing the required double curvature formwork, or the high cost of establishing the reinforcing cage for ferro-cement, or the extra high cost of producing a variety of shapes such as flaring dormers.

Accordingly, an object of the present invention is to overcome at least in part the disadvantages stated above, and to provide an improved method of relatively inexpensive-ly manufacturing and forming a constructional unit or shell in a variety of structural shapes and usable for a variety of different purposes.

It is another object of the present invention to provide a method of constructing a constructional shell for a building in which either no formwork or the minimum of formwork is required.

Further objects and advantages of the present invention will become apparent from the following descriptions which are given by way of example only.

According to the present invention there is provided a method of constructing a construction shell, the
method comprising the steps of:

forming a sheet of thin flexible material into a shape complementary to the shape of a constructional shell to be formed; erecting and supporting the sheet material in the desired shape and configuration of shell required; strengthening and stiffening the sheet of thin material progressively to form a strengthened shell former of the desired shape; coating the strengthened and stiffened shell former with at least one layer of an outer or inner structural coating material so as to form a constructional shell of desired shape which can be used for a variety of different building constructions.

The method of constructing an outer shell for a building according to the invention as hereinbefore described can additionally comprise the following steps:

constructing a building foundation, foundation slab or wall of a desired shape; fixing peripheral edge parts of the sheet of material to the building foundation and erecting and supporting the sheet of material in a double curvature shape so that the sheet of thin material can be progressively stiffened and strengthened to form a stiffened shell former of the desired shape on which or inside of which a layer of structural coating material can be applied.

The method of forming the constructional shell of the present invention can be utilised in the constructing of an outer shell for a building wherein the shape of a double curvature outer shell is established from a previously flat stretched thin sheet be either inflation, propping or a
combination thereof. The outer shell shape for the building can be established from the sheet of material (which can be of double membrane thickness) by preshaping, or by selected area stiffening of the material with cold hardening plastics materials and then changing the shape of the remaining areas by inflation, deflation or propping; and/or the material can be restrained in the required shape by ropes, wires or woven mesh.

The method of constructing an outer shell for a building in which the outer shell thereof can also include a progressive stiffening of a thin shaped stretched sheet or sheets by placing thereon or therewithin a cold hardening plastics material such as a rigid foamed plastics material or other materials which are light in weight per sheet surface area.

In the present invention the method of constructing the constructional shell can include the steps of fixing a sheet of elastic membrane to a foundation to form an air tight seal therebetween so that the elastic membrane can be subsequently inflated to form the double curvature shape, and when a dormer is required in the structure, the flat elastic sheet of material can be folded where the dormer is to be positioned so that it forms, when inflated, an additional portion which can be shaped as required.

Alternatively, to reduce the amount of stretch to form the required shape the flat elastic sheet of material can be draped over and folded at the base of pre-erected dormer formers so that when inflated the elastic sheet
forms the required double curvature shape with dormer formations.

The thin sheet material can, for example, be a sheet of plastic material, polythene, rubber, butyl rubber, synthetic rubber or hypolion, or a mesh of hessian, polypropylene, nylon or glass fibre supported by an airtight sheet or any suitable material that can be supported by being inflated by air pressure so as to be tightly stretched, draped or propped to form a required shape. Any such temporary support included being readily removable.

Alternatively a frame can be used to support the sheet of material and in certain situations the frame can be left within the structure when completed if this is desired.

The shaped and formed sheet of material can be stiffened by placing thereon or therewithin progressive layers of a rapid setting rigid foamed plastics material, for example polyurethane foam, polyurethane foam embedding a reinforcement mesh or glass reinforced plastics material or any material which is light in weight so that there is formed a strengthened shell former upon which an outer or inner structural coating material can be placed. By embedding a reinforcement mesh or fibre in the stiffening layer or layers the initial sheet and stiffening reinforcement can be stretched by extra air pressure and therefore achieve better control of shape or enable a reduction in the stiffening material.

The structural coating material can for example, be a pneumatically applied or hand applied mortar or fibre
reinforced concrete, or any structural coating that can be spray or hand applied such as ferro-cement, epoxy reinforced sand or, internally only, a fibre reinforced hard-walled gypsum.

Alternatively the shell can be sandwich type construction where a layer of fibre or wire reinforced concrete is placed on either side of the rigid foamed plastics material so as to sandwich same. This sandwich construction can consist of fibre reinforced gypsum on the inside of the shell and fibre reinforced concrete on the outside of the shell.

Other aspects of the present invention, which should be considered in all its novel aspects, will become apparent from the following descriptions which are given by way of example only of some embodiments of the present invention.

These embodiments of the present invention will now be described with reference to the accompanying diagrammatic drawings, in which:

Figure 1 is an example of a building shell formed according to one method of the present invention, which can be used as a residential dome shaped building with flaring dormers;

Figure 2 is a cross-section through a portion of foundation showing the manner in which a sheet of thin material or membrane is fixed in position during the initial building of the shell;

Figure 3 is a cross-section through an alternative construction showing the manner in which the membrane can
be fixed in position during the initial building of the shell;

Figure 4 is a cross-section through the top of a flaring dormer which can be incorporated into a building shell in accordance with the present invention;

Figure 5 is a cross-section through the top of a flaring dormer after the removal of the dormer prop and installation of a window frame plus dormer extension incorporated into a building shell in accordance with the present invention;

Figure 6 shows an alternative example of building shell in accordance with the present invention;

Figure 7 shows a cross-section through the shell of an example of building in accordance with the present invention; and

Figure 8 shows a cross-section through an alternative shell construction in accordance with the present invention.

The present invention is preferably utilised for constructing a shell usable as an outer building shell which can be used for a number of different purposes. The outer building shell can have a double curvature shape, however it is to be appreciated that a variety of different structural shapes can be formed and are to be construed as included in the present invention.

Initially, after the shape and plan of the building have been decided upon a layer or combination of layers of sheet material, for example, a sheet or sheets of thin
The sheet of material or materials has progressive layers placed thereon or therewithin of any suitable material which imparts to the sheet material sufficient rigidity to later support a stronger structural shell. For example, the progressive strengthening can be provided by a layer or layers of a foamed plastics material for example, foamed polyurethane or polystyrene (which can include gypsum or cement for bondage), thin layers of fibre reinforced plastics material, gypsum or cement, or any material or combination of materials that provides progressive stiffening and strengthening to the sheet material in providing a shell former that can then be used to support a heavier and stronger structural shell during construction.

The structural/constructional shell can be a reinforced concrete shell which when constructed in accordance with the invention will have adequate strength in the stiffened shape and employ a minimum amount of materials and
labour. The concrete shell can be fibre reinforced (utilising a fine woven mesh or loose fibre reinforcement which allows very thin concrete shells by eliminating the cover problems of traditional steel bar reinforcement and by greatly improved impact and crack resistance); pneumatically applied concrete or shotcrete concrete (which reduces the labour and gives improved bonding and compaction to the previous layer); in some situations hand trowelling of the concrete may be preferred.

The structural shell can be reinforced solely by, or combination of, wire, woven wire, wire fibres, glass fibres, polypropylene fibres, nylon fibres, wet asbestos fibres, carbon fibres, hemp fibres or a variety of polymer fibres to form a thin dense structural shell that can achieve its strength from the double curvature shape.

The structural shell of reinforced concrete, epoxy reinforced sand or (internally only for small shells) fibre reinforced gypsum; or fibre reinforced plastics (of advantage to reduce the weight of a section or unit), can be sprayed thereon or laid thereon or therewithin progressively so as to form a structural shell of the building construction.

An example of a formed dome shaped building shell (for such as a residential building) is shown in Figure 1 of the accompanying drawings and is generally indicated by arrow 1. The building shell includes flaring dormers 2 which can be used to have placed therein doors or window openings.

Initially a foundation structure 4 (examples of
which are shown in Figures 2 and 3) is built to the desired plan of the building and appropriate building services are incorporated therein, and the building shell 1 shown is formed over the foundation structure 4 by inflating an originally substantially flat elastic sheet of material, for example a sheet 3 of butyl rubber is provided with an airlock or airlocks and is inflated to allow access to the inflated shell 1 so that dormer props can then be placed into position.

After the elastic sheet 3 is inflated to a desired shape it is insulated and stiffened on either the inside thereof with a layer or layers of foamed plastics material 5 shown in Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5 to a required thickness. A mesh reinforcement 6' can be embedded in the plastics materials to strengthen same and enable increased air pressure to give improved support for the structural shell to be formed thereover. The foamed plastics material can be any foamed plastics material having inherent strength and rigidity when set, for example, sprayed rigid polyurethane or polyurethane sprayed on a woven reinforcement sheet.

The stiffened shell former then has an interior structural coating or surface applied thereon, for example, as shown in Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5, a fireproof fibre reinforced concrete or gypsum shell 7 is applied.

The sheet 3 can then be either peeled off and an exterior protective layer 8 applied, for example, a thin dense structural fibre reinforced concrete shell can be applied; or alternatively, the butyl rubber sheet 3 can re-
main and act as the outer protective sheet material or can be overlayed by an exterior shell of fibre reinforced concrete, or any other suitable material as a decorative exterior finish.

The example of foundation detail shown in Figure 2 is a cross-section through a foundation of a circular plan and consists of a recess 9 in which the sheet 3 is friction fixed using a tensioned wire or wires 10 which can be contained in a hose pipe or hose pipes to prevent damage to the sheet 3 and thus enable reuse of the flat elastic sheet for any other floor plan or dormer arrangement.

The example of foundation detail shown in Figure 3 is a cross-section through an alternative foundation where a recess 9 has an extension 12 fixed to the top corner thereof so that the sheet 3 is held in the recess 9 by a locking tube or strip 13 plus a packing strip 14 to avoid damage to the sheet 3. The extension 12 can protrude above the floor slab to enable the fixing of electrical services 31' and to give the polyurethane a larger surface to bond to during construction.

The top of the flaring dormer generally indicated by arrow 15 in Figure 4 is a cross-section therethrough showing the manner in which a temporary dormer shaping frame 16 is propped by a screw adjustable prop 17 into the membrane 3 from the inside of the building shell 11.

All temporary dormer shaping frames 16 to be propped when the sheet 3 is inflated are advantageously hinge fixed to the floor of the foundation and laid flat.
thereon to enable the sheet 3 to be placed thereover. The substantially flat sheet 3 can then be folded at each dormer position as considered necessary to minimise the amount of stretch during inflation and propping. The sheet 3 is inflated to just over prescribed dome or likeshape by a pumping mechanism so as to enable easy erection of dormer props 17 and then the sheet 3 is partly deflated to form the flaring dormer shapes and to reduce the centre of the elastic sheet to the prescribed roof height. During building and forming the centre height is held constant by a height control mechanism. The height control mechanism can include a cord that operates a butterfly valve to expell surplus air and can also activate the air pumps. A precautionary mechanism in the form of a pressure control valve is preferably included, particularly when spraying of material on the inside is to be carried out.

Details for fixing windows, doors and other openings and producing extended dormer shapes as shown in Figure 5 are numerous and can consist of adding window frame 18 and extension sections 19 which are fixed to an internal trim section 20 which can be cast in with the foamed plastics stiffening material and fibre reinforced concrete or gypsum as shown in Figure 4 and can support reinforcing wires 6' and reinforcing mesh 6.

The exposed part of the internal trim section 20 is closely fitted to the temporary dormer shaping frames to leave a clean face after spraying or plastering is completed on the inside and the temporary dormer shaping frames have been removed.
Alternatively the window and door frames can be embedded directly into the multilayer shell during stiffening whether the layers are applied on the inside or outside of the elastic sheet material. The flaring dormer extension can alternatively consist of a thin precast fibre reinforced concrete window or door frame that can be added to the flaring dormer shape and incorporated as part of the building shell.

In accordance with an alternative embodiment of the present invention not shown in the drawings two flat sheets of butyl rubber can be fixed to a simple foundation incorporating drainage channels and by controlled air pressure and a height control mechanism a housing shape can be established by inflation and propping arched windows and door frames against the inside surface. This shape can be progressively strengthened and stiffened by spraying rigid polyurethane foam and by pneumatically gunning fibre reinforced concrete to the entire inside surface including the floor. Because the butyl rubber membrane completely encloses the housing shell except for window and door openings, considerable savings in foundation and basement costs can be achieved by partly burying the uphill side on sloping sites.

In yet another alternative embodiment of the present invention a flat sheet of woven glass fibre, polypropylene, fibre or any other soft flexible woven sheet material can be laid over an airtight support flat sheet such as polythene or any other elastic sheet material. This
combination of sheet materials can be draped over any suitably arranged floor plan, including a number of temporary internally propped dormer formers, and surplus material is folded within and under permanent dormer frames fixed or propped on the outside. The sheet material is fixed to the foundation to form an airtight seal and inflated to establish the required shape. The shape of building shown in Figure 1 can be achieved by this method.

In accordance with present invention a stiffening layer consisting of a thin layer of gypsum slurry, or other suitable internal lining material is sprayed into the woven mesh. This thin reinforced gypsum shell hardens quickly enabling a rigid watertight polyurethane insulation foam to be sprayed over the gypsum and to encase and seal the perimeter of all dormer frames. Any surplus polyurethane is trimmed to the required shape and the external structural reinforced concrete shell is pneumatically applied. The concrete reinforcement can be placed as a woven mesh of fine wire, glass fibre, polypropylene fibre or any other woven fibre applied with the concrete.

When the structural shell has achieved sufficient strength the supporting air pressure is removed including the dormer props and polythene sheet to give a smooth internal reinforced gypsum surface. The initial stiffening with gypsum also has the advantage of protecting the stretched polythene from the heat generated by the polyurethane foam.

The detail for fixing the temporary internal air
tight sheet material can consist of a plastic lipped channel section or other material that can easily be curved to the floor plan and be glued, nailed or embedded to the floor. The elastic sheet is pushed into the lipped channel, and held by a locking tube or strip plus a packing strip similar to the fixing mechanism shown in Figure 3. When the elastic sheet is removed the recess can act as an electrical conduit and a cover skirting can be clip or screw fixed to give a protective cover. This elastic sheet fixing detail allows the elastic sheet, to remain undamaged and reusable.

In accordance with further alternative embodiment of the present invention not shown in the drawings a circular reservoir dome roof can be built over a very thin elastic flat membrane inflated to a dome roof shape. The sheet of thin elastic material, such as polythene is initially stiffened with a sprayed thin dense layer or layers of glass reinforced plastics material such as fibreglass on the top side thereof and when sufficiently stiff the supporting air pressure is increased stressing the fibreglass with little or no change in surface position. A thin layer of pneumatically applied reinforced concrete can then be placed thereon and when hardened followed by another layer of pneumatically applied shotcrete reinforced concrete to achieve the final design thickness. This method of constructing a concrete tank shell avoids the difficulty of removing traditional formwork and the plastic internal finish produces a protective coating particularly useful in a sewage tank situation.
In yet another alternative embodiment of the present invention shown in Figures 6 and 7, an "A" frame house structure can be formed consisting of two permanent "A" frame end dormers 21 (shown dotted) connected by a draped apex cable 22 (shown dotted). The dormer frames 22 have a reinforcement mesh 23 and coloured hypolon sheet 24 draped therebetween. The reinforcement sheet 23 and hypolon sheet 24 are then stretched and shaped to form two pagoda side shells using two half height side dormers 25 only one of which can be seen on one side of the building shell.

This coloured hypolon stretched sheet membrane 26 is stiffened and insulated on the inside with rigid polyurethane foam 26 (Figure 7). The reinforcement mesh 23 embedded in the foam can be further tensioned by tensioning the draped apex cable 22 to enable the application of a structural internal layer or layers of reinforced pneumatically applied concrete 27. The cured hypolon membrane 26 can then remain as an exterior waterproof membrane if required.

In the embodiment shown in Figure 8 a hessian layer 28 is stretched to the shape required and sprayed progressively thereon are layers of polyurethane foam 29 which forms a progressively strong stiffening support upon which a layer of fibre reinforced concrete or gypsum 30 can be sprayed when the polyurethane is supported by air pressure. A reinforcing layer in the form of, for example, a wire mesh (not shown) can be included and this can support the hessian layer 28. The reinforcing being formed within the progressive stiffening or additional structural layer when
this is included.

To complete the building construction still temporarily supported by air pressure a thin structural layer or layers reinforced concrete 31 is or are pneumatically applied thereon to form a sandwich type construction of a desired shape which can be a hyperbolic paraboloid or pagoda shape and this building construction can be used as required.

In use the present invention provides for an inexpensive and simple building construction which can be manufactured in situ wherever required. The shape of the building construction is preferably of a double curvature shape for strength, however it is envisaged that other shapes can be constructed and the desired shape is formed by a sheet of thin stretched material on which progressive layers of strengthening material are placed to form a base for a structural material to be placed thereon or therein to enable any temporary supports including air pressure to be removed.

Thus by this invention there is provided a method of constructing buildings which is inexpensive and which enables a building to be built in situ with a minimum of formwork, materials and labour.

Particular forms of the invention have been described by way of example and it is envisaged that modifications to and variations of the invention can take place without departing from the scope of the appended claims.
THE CLAIMS DEFINING THIS INVENTION ARE AS FOLLOWS:

1. A method of constructing a constructional shell, the method comprising the steps of:

   forming a sheet of thin flexible material into a shape complementary to the shape of a constructional shell to be formed;

   erecting and supporting the sheet material in the desired shape and configuration of shell required;

   strengthening and stiffening the sheet of thin material progressively to form a strengthened shell former of the desired shape;

   coating the strengthened and stiffened shell former with at least one layer of an outer or inner structural coating material so as to form a constructional shell for a building of any desired shape which can be used for a variety of different building constructions.

2. A method of constructing a constructional shell as claimed in claim 1 which additionally includes the steps of:

   constructing a building foundation, foundation slab or foundation wall of a desired shape;

   fixing peripheral edge parts of sheet of material to the building foundation;

   and erecting and supporting the sheet of material in a double curvature shape so that the sheet of material can be progressively stiffened and strengthened to form a stiffened shell former of the desired shape on which or inside of which a layer of structural coating material can be applied.
3. A method of constructing a constructional shell as claimed in claim 1 or claim 2, wherein the shape of the double curvature constructional shell is established either from a previously flat stretched thin sheet or from sheet material of double membrane thickness by either inflation, propping or a combination thereof.

4. A method of constructing a constructional shell as claimed in claim 3 wherein the outer shell shape is established by preshaping, or by selected area stiffening of the sheet material with cold hardening plastics materials and then changing the shape of the remaining areas by inflation, deflation or propping; and/or the sheet material can be restrained in the required shape by ropes, wires or woven mesh.

5. A method of constructing a constructional shell as claimed in any one of the preceding claims which includes the step of progressive stiffening of a thin shaped stretched sheet or sheets by placing thereon or therewithin a fast setting cold hardening plastics material such as a rigid foamed plastics material or other materials which are light in weight per sheet surface area.

6. A method of constructing a constructional shell as claimed in any one of the preceding claims which includes the step of:

   fixing a sheet of elastic membrane to a foundation to form an airtight seal therebetween so that the elastic membrane can be subsequently inflated to form a double curvature shape.

6. A method of constructing a constructional shell as
claimed in any one of the preceding claims wherein the sheet of material is either folded where the dormer is to be positioned so that when the flat sheet is subsequently inflated it forms an additional portion which can be shaped as required or in order to reduce the amount of stretch therein, the flat sheet is draped over and folded at the base of pre-erected dormer formers prior to inflation so that when subsequently inflated the elastic sheet forms the required double curvature shape with dormer formations.

8. A method of constructing a constructional shell as claimed in claim 5 wherein the rapid setting rigid foamed plastics material is polyurethane foam, polystyrene foam, polyurethane foam which is embedded in a reinforcement mesh or a glass reinforced plastics material or any material which is light in weight so as to form a strengthened shell former upon which the outer or inner structural coating material can be placed.

9. A method of constructing a constructional shell as claimed in claim 8 wherein the layer or layers of stiffening reinforcement can be stretched by extra air pressure so as to achieve better control of the shape of shell former to enable a reduction in volume of the stiffening material.

10. A method of constructing a constructional shell for a building as claimed in any one of the preceding claims wherein the structural coating is a pneumatically applied or hand applied mortar or fibre reinforced concrete, or any structural coating that can be sprayed or hand applied such as ferro-cement, epoxy reinforced sand or, internal only, a
fibre reinforced hard wall gypsum.

11. A method of constructing a constructional shell as claimed in any one of the preceding claims wherein a sandwich type construction is formed with a layer of fibre or wire reinforced concrete on either side of a rigid foamed plastics material.

12. A building constructed in accordance with the method as claimed in any one of the preceding claims wherein the sheet material or sheets of material are stiffened progressively by applying thereon or therewithin a cold hardening plastics material such as a rigid foamed plastics material or other materials which are light in weight per sheet surface area.

13. A building as claimed in claim 12 wherein the thin sheet material is a sheet of plastics material, polythene, rubber, butyl rubber, synthetic rubber or hypolon, or a mesh of hessian, polypropylene, Nylon or glass fibre supported by an airtight sheet, or a suitable material which can be supported by being inflated by air pressure, draped or propped so as to be tightly stretched to form a required shape.

14. A building as claimed in claim 12 or claim 13 when dependent on claim 11 wherein the sandwiched construction consists of fibre reinforced gypsum on the inside of the shell former and fibre reinforced concrete on the outside of the shell former.

15. A method of construction a constructional shell for a building substantially as hereinbefore described with reference to the accompanying drawings.
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